Splicing remains an incompletely understood process. Recent findings suggest that chromatin structure participates in its regulation. Here, we analyze the RNA from subcellular fractions obtained through RNA-seq in the cell line K562. We show that in the human genome, splicing occurs predominantly during transcription. We introduce the coSI measure, based on RNA-seq reads mapping to exon junctions and borders, to assess the degree of splicing completion around internal exons. We show that, as expected, splicing is almost fully completed in cytosolic polyA+ RNA. In chromatinassociated RNA (which includes the RNA that is being transcribed), for 5.6% of exons, the removal of the surrounding introns is fully completed, compared with 0.3% of exons for which no intron-removal has occurred. The remaining exons exist as a mixture of spliced and fewer unspliced molecules, with a median coSI of 0.75. Thus, most RNAs undergo splicing while being transcribed: ''co-transcriptional splicing.'' Consistent with co-transcriptional spliceosome assembly and splicing, we have found significant enrichment of spliceosomal snRNAs in chromatin-associated RNA compared with other cellular RNA fractions and other nonspliceosomal snRNAs. CoSI scores decrease along the gene, pointing to a ''first transcribed, first spliced'' rule, yet more downstream exons carry other characteristics, favoring rapid, co-transcriptional intron removal. Exons with low coSI values, that is, in the process of being spliced, are enriched with chromatin marks, consistent with a role for chromatin in splicing during transcription. For alternative exons and long noncoding RNAs, splicing tends to occur later, and the latter might remain unspliced in some cases.
Central in the pathway leading from primary transcripts to mature functional RNAs is splicing, the process by which intervening sequences in the primary transcript (introns) are excised and the remaining sequences (exons) are concatenated together to form the mature eukaryotic RNAs. Conserved sequence motifs, the splice sites, mark exon-intron boundaries and are recognized by elements of the splicing machinery. Splice site sequences, however, do not carry enough information to unequivocally specify exon-intron boundaries, and a plethora of other sequence motifs, recognized by a variety of RNA binding proteins, contribute to define and regulate splice site selection (Graveley 2000; Smith and Valcárcel 2000; Wang and Burge 2008) . While there have been considerable advances in modeling splicing from features in the primary transcript sequence (Wang et al. 2004; Barash et al. 2010) , it is currently close to impossible to predict from the analysis of mammalian primary RNA sequence alone neither the entire exonintron structure of transcripts nor their tissue specific expression pattern (i.e., the abundance of given transcript in a given cell type).
It appears thus that other factors, not necessarily encoded in the sequence of the primary transcript, may play a role in splicing definition. Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that chromatin structure could play a role in splicing. A number of reports have demonstrated that eukaryotic exonic sequences are enriched in positioned nucleosomes and that some histone modifications show characteristic exonic patterns (Andersson et al. 2009; Hon et al. 2009; Kolasinska-Zwierz et al. 2009; Nahkuri et al. 2009; Schwartz et al. 2009; Spies et al. 2009; Tilgner et al. 2009 ). Intragenic histone modifications and chromatin structure influences on alternative splicing events have been documented in detail for the fibronectin and FGFR2 gene Schor et al. 2009; Luco et al. 2010) , and CTCF-mediated local RNA polymerase II (Pol II) pausing has been shown to influence alternative splicing (Shukla et al. 2011) . While the underlying molecular mechanisms connecting chromatin structure with splicing are largely unknown, they require, in principle, for splicing to be somehow connected to transcription. That splicing can be carried out during transcription has been known for a long time (Beyer and Osheim 1988) , and increasing evidence exists of coupling between transcription and splicing (Cramer et al. 1997; Roberts et al. 1998; Kadener et al. 2001; Nogues et al. 2002; de la Mata et al. 2003; Howe et al. 2003) . Intron removal during transcription has been shown to be predominant in the intron-poor genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Carrillo Oesterreich et al. 2010) , and recently, Ameur et al. (2011) have proposed co-transcriptional splicing to be widespread in the human brain, based on the analysis of whole-cell, total RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) . Here, we analyze the RNA that is still residing on the chromatin template, as well as nuclear and cytosolic RNA in its polyadenylated and nonpolyadenylated form. This fractional approach, including separate RNA-seq in the cytosol, enables us to define splicing completion at multiple nuclear stages. Thus we can define the fraction of splicing events around an exon that is co-transcriptional. This, in turn allows the definition of smaller subsets of candidates ''with a tendency for post-transcriptional splicing''(postTS) without being biased by intron-retention events. We show that co-transcriptional splicing is predominant in the human genome, providing the basis for the understanding of the role of chromatin structure in splicing definition and regulation. We investigate the rules that determine whether the introns around an exon are to be spliced co-transcriptionally. We also observe a 59-to-39 trend in splicing completion, which causes more downstream splicing events to be more prone to postTS and makes the distance to the polyA-site one of the most important factors in determining when splicing is completed. This 59-to-39 trend is countered by shorter introns and stronger splice site strengths toward the end of the gene-two features that we have found to promote early, co-transcriptional splicing. Further significant predictors of co-transcriptional splicing include the rate of gene transcription and covalent histone modifications. Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) appear to be less efficiently spliced than protein coding genes and, on occasion, may even remain unspliced. Exons, for which the surrounding introns are in the process of being spliced, are enriched with chromatin marks, consistent with a role for chromatin in splicing during transcription, and splicing around alternative exons is, on average, more post-transcriptional than for constitutive exons.
Results
Deep RNA-seq of subcellular fractions
We have used deep RNA-seq, performed within the framework of the ENCODE project, to interrogate with unprecedented resolution distinct RNA fractions from a number of cellular compartments in human immortalized myelogenous leukemia cells K562: chromatin-associated total RNA, polyAÀ and polyA+ nuclear RNA, as well as polyAÀ and polyA+ cytosolic RNA ( Fig. 1A; see Djebali et al. 2012 and Supplemental Information/Methods for details on RNA fractionating and controls, sequencing, and bioinformatic analysis of the sequence data). Monitoring of these compartments provides snapshots of the different stages of RNA processing within the cell.
The completed splicing index
We introduce a measure, based on the RNA-seq reads mapping to the exon junctions, to assess the degree of completion of splicing around internal exons. We simply count the number of reads mapping across the exon boundaries into the adjacent intron sequence (which originate from primary, unspliced mRNA molecules), as well as the number of reads split-mapping across exonexon junctions, either from the exon to another exon of the same gene or between an upstream and a downstream exon (both types of read originating from a successfully completed splicing event) (Fig. 1B) . Based on these numbers, we compute the completed splicing index (coSI) of a given exon, corresponding thereby to the weighted percentage of reads supporting splicing completion around the exon. The coSI value can be broadly assumed to correspond to the fraction of exon-containing RNA molecules in which splicing in the region around the exon has already been carried out. A coSI value of 1 means entirely completed splicing, while coSI = 0 indicates that the exon is still completely included in the sequence of the primary transcript.
Most human exons are already partially spliced in chromatin-associated RNA We have computed coSI scores for human internal exons (see Supplemental Methods) in all analyzed K562 RNA fractions (Supplemental Table S1 ). We have observed a higher correlation of coSI values (R = 0.82) between two replicates of the chromatin fraction than between the chromatin fraction and other fractions (R of between 0.35 and 0.71) (Supplemental Fig. S1A-G) , confirming that overall coSI values are reproducible within a given experiment. Figure 2 shows the distribution of coSI scores in the different RNA fractions that we have interrogated. As expected, for most exons, splicing of the corresponding introns is fully completed in the cytosolic polyA+ fraction (92% of the exons have a coSI $ 0.95), as well as the cytosolic polyAÀ fraction (data not shown). Of even more interest with respect to splicing is the polyAÀ nuclear fraction, in which the median coSI is 0.84. For 16% of the exons, their surrounding introns are completely spliced in this fraction, and only for a vanishing fraction (<0.2% with coSI # 0.05) do the corresponding introns remain completely unspliced. The polyAÀ nuclear fraction contains RNA molecules of three types: first, RNAs that are still being transcribed and for which transcription has not yet reached the polyA-site; second, RNAs that have been released from the transcribing Pol II, before it could reach the polyA-site; and, third, products of aborted transcription. The high degree of splicing completion in this fraction therefore suggests that splicing is mostly initiated before completion of transcription. Even more enriched for RNAs in the act of being transcribed is the chromatin-associated fraction. With a median coSI of 0.75 in this fraction, around most exons we see large amounts of completed splicing. For 5.6% of the exons, we see absolutely completely spliced introns (coSI $ 0.95); however, as in the polyAÀ nuclear fraction, only a tiny fraction of exons (<0.3%, coSI # 0.05) are surrounded Figure 2 . Histogram of coSI values (left) and boxplots of coSI values in bins according to the distance of an exon to the annotated polyA site (intervals on x-axis give minimum and maximum distance in each bin; right) for the total chromatin-associated RNA fraction (A), the polyAÀ nuclear fraction (B), the polyA+ nuclear fraction (C ), and the polyA+ cytosolic fraction (D). P-values were calculated comparing the first and the last bin, using a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. Numbers below boxplots indicate the median value of the according distribution.
by completely unspliced introns, further suggesting that splicing is intimately coupled and occurs almost simultaneously with transcription.
In order to exclude the possibility that large numbers of reads mapping to junctions are in fact artifactual, we have shifted the annotation by 30 bp against the transcription direction, so that in this ''fake annotation,'' no junction is real, although practically all exons still lie within genes. As a result, the number of reads mapping to junctions has dropped 29-fold (from 11.4 million to less than 400,000), and these fake-junction reads are highly enriched in reads with two mismatches (62% compared with 7.5% for the real annotation), suggesting that these fake-junction reads contain larger numbers of false mappings. We have therefore compared chromatin-fraction coSI values for the real and for the fake annotation, using only reads (whether mapping to junctions or genome) without mismatches. The median coSI for the real annotation is 0.71, while the median coSI for the fake annotation is 0.00 (Supplemental Fig. S1H ), proving that our results are not flawed by false junction mappings.
Consistent with a general strong coupling of splicing and transcription, we have found that coSI values decrease with decreasing distance to the polyA site, pointing to a ''first transcribed, first spliced'' trend ( Fig. 2) . The trend is very strong for the chromatin-associated and polyAÀ nuclear RNAs and is weak or absent for the polyA+ RNAs, and we have made similar observations when using an acceptor-based-definition of completed splicing (Supplemental Fig. S2 ). We have observed the same trend when combining all genes together and normalizing coSI scores of exons to their relative position within the gene (Supplemental Fig. S3 ). In these idealized genes, the coSI reaches its maximum between 20% and 30% of the gene length, indicating that splicing of introns very near the 59 end of the gene could require a little more time. Yet from ;20%-30% of the transcript, the coSI decreases gradually. This decrease is less strong than in Figure 2 , supposedly because long and short genes are considered equally, thereby minimizing the influence of exons that are very far from the polyA site.
We have specifically examined the coSI scores of exons from two genes that constitute well-studied examples of co-transcriptional splicing-the fibronectin (Cramer et al. 1997; Kadener et al. 2001; Nogues et al. 2002; de la Mata et al. 2003; Pandya-Jones and Black 2009 ) and SRC (Pandya-Jones and Black 2009) genes, and we have found that their exons have higher coSI values in the chromatin and nuclear polyA+ fractions compared with exons of other genes (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). This finding is not a pure consequence of gene length, as exons of 4000 longer genes show lower coSI values than fibronectin and SRC exons (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). The above observations (see Fig. 2 ; Supplemental Fig. S4 ) are not caused by incomplete annotation. Indeed, when split-mapping unmapped reads from the total chromatin fraction and excluding all exons that are within 250 bp of a potential novel splice site, we observe essentially the same trend (Supplemental Fig. S5 ).
Analysis of reads mapping to the genome (including exonic reads and reads deep within the introns, both of which were not used for the coSI calculation) confirms that high coSI values correspond to exons whose surrounding introns are mostly removed. Indeed, exons with low coSI in chromatin RNA show almost flat RNA-seq profiles in this RNA fraction, whereas high coSI exons show strong RNA-seq peaks on exons (Supplemental Methods; Fig.  3A ,B). Exons with very low coSI values in the chromatin fraction seem to correspond to exons whose surrounding introns are spliced later, even after polyadenylation, whereas introns surrounding exons with medium or high coSI values in the total chromatin fraction seem to be spliced early, as the former show intronic reads, whereas the latter do not, in the polyA+ nuclear fraction (Fig. 3C) . As expected, all exon groups show almost no evidence for intronic unspliced reads in the cytosolic polyA+ fraction (Fig. 3D ). When these profiles are normalized for cytosolic polyA+ gene expression, the peak height of all three exon bins is essentially identical in the cytosolic polyA+ fraction (Supplemental Fig. S6 ), indicating that this observed peak height is characteristic for completed splicing. Consistent with the 59-to-39 coSI bias, we have found higher intronic compared with exonic read-depth as exons are closer to the polyA site (Supplemental Fig. S7 ).
To further rule out the possibility that our observations may originate from technical artifacts, we have analyzed CAGE tags and antisense reads, in addition to clustering the subnuclear fractions according to coSI scores. The results strongly argue against our observations originating from technical artifacts (Supplemental Information; Supplemental Figs. S8, S9 ).
Gene coSI values
In order to complement the exon-based view of splicing completion, we have computed coSI values at the gene level, as a function of the number of reads mapping to intron-exon junctions within the gene and of the number of reads split mapping between exons from the gene (Supplemental Information and Methods). We have found the median gene coSI value in the total chromatin fraction to be 0.618, again supporting the idea that a majority of splicing events is carried out co-transcriptionally.
Spliceosomal RNAs are enriched in chromatin-associated RNA
If splicing occurs mostly co-transcriptionally and therefore in proximity to the chromatin template, one would expect that RNAs of the splicing machinery would also reside in proximity to chromatin. We have therefore investigated the subcellular location of U1-U6 and U6atac (UxRNAs) based on RNA-seq of small RNAs performed in five different subcellular locations (Nucleus, Cytosol, Nucleoplasm, Nucleoli, and Chromatin) Supplemental Methods) . As predicted, all spliceosomal UxRNAs-that is, U1, U2, U4, U5, U6, and U6atac, but not U3-are clearly enriched in the chromatin-associated fraction compared with the other fractions (Fig. 4A,B,D-G) . In contrast, U3 and snoRNAs (excluding U RNAs), both of which are thought not to be involved in splicing, were highly enriched in the nucleoli fraction (Fig. 4C,H) , as expected from their known functions. Of special interest in this respect is the observation that U6atac, a spliceosomal RNA of the minor spliceosome, is also enriched in the chromatin fraction. This strongly suggests two things: First, the minor spliceosome, similar to the major spliceosome, is assembled co-transcriptionally; and, second, if co-transcriptional spliceosome assembly is an attribute of both spliceosome systems, it appears likely that both types of intron removal occur in the same way, namely, co-transcriptionally in most cases.
Exon coSI values correlate with features of gene, exon, and chromatin structure A number of sequence features characterizing the exons and their surrounding regions seem to weakly correlate with exon coSI values in chromatin (Supplemental Fig. S10 ). The most notable correlation is with distance to the PolyA site (see also Fig. 2 ) and, albeit somehow weaker, with the distance to the transcription start site (TSS). In addition, exon coSI values correlate positively with the strength of the acceptor sites and GC content and anti-correlate with the length of the downstream intron-this is supposedly because reads spanning the exon-intron border can be observed once the donor is transcribed, while splicing can only be carried out once the entire downstream intron is transcribed. It also appears that the presence of binding sites for some splicing factors weakly correlate with coSI scores (data not shown). We have further investigated the exonic behavior of a number of chromatin modifications (Ernst et al. 2011 , monitored through ChIP-seq in K562, see Supplemental Information and Methods) depending on the exon coSI value in chromatin-associated RNA. All chromatin marks monitored, as well as nucleosome (Kundaje et al. 2012) and Pol II occupancy, negatively correlate with chromatin coSI values (Supplemental Fig. S10 ). That is, there is a general enrichment of chromatin marks in exons with low coSI values, consistent with the DNA in these exons being still in chromatin status before or during transcription.
In order to understand how all these factors may contribute to co-transcriptional splicing, we have built a linear model in which exon coSI values in the chromatin are predicted from these factors. The linear model using all 84 variables (Supplemental Methods) achieves a correlation coefficient (cc) of 0.48 (Fig. 5A) , comparing observed and predicted coSI values. The distance of the exons from annotated TSSs and polyA-sites are the most informative variables (cc of ;0.31) (Fig 5B) . Acceptor and donor strength, as well as length of the surrounding introns and the exon itself, GC content of the exon, gene expression in the nuclear polyA+ fraction, chromatin status and marks, and binding sites for splicing factors progressively add more information to the prediction of coSI values (Fig. 5B-E) .
coSI values reflect contrasting patterns of splicing dynamics
Analysis of coSI values across fractions reveals the specific processing pattern of the RNA in the vicinity of exons (Fig. 6A) . Indeed, for 94% of the exons, the coSI value shows a monotonically increasing behavior from the total chromatin through the polyA+ nuclear to the polyA+ cytosolic fraction. Clustering according to coSI values of exons of the RNA fractions indicates that there is a large population of exons that are rapidly spliced in the chromatin fraction, while, at the other end, there is a smaller population of exons that appear to delay completion of splicing even after polyadenylation, just before exporting to the cytosol (Fig. 6A) . We have specifically investigated the characteristic traits of exons that appear to delay splicing post-transcriptionally. Thus, we have arbitrarily selected Figure 3 . RNA-seq profile plots using RNA-seq reads mapping to the genome only, aligned at the acceptor. At each aligned position, the average number of overlapping RNA-seq reads (mapping to the genome) for all exons in each bin (according to coSI values in the total chromatin-associated RNA fraction in all four subfigures) is plotted for sense (solid lines) and antisense strand (dashed lines). Here, only exons that are at least 150 bp away from any other exon are used. RNA-seq profiles for the total chromatin-associated RNA fraction (A), the polyAÀ nuclear fraction (B), the polyA+ nuclear fraction (C ), and the polyA+ cytosolic fraction (D). (Dark gray area) Positions that are guaranteed to be covered only by reads that were not used for the coSI value calculation; (both gray areas) positions that are guaranteed to be intronic. Note that these profiles are not normalized for gene expression. We added profiles normalized for cytosolic polyA+ gene expression in Supplemental Figure S6 .
1390 exon candidates ''with a tendency for postTS (postTS-exons),'' as those with low coSI values (#0.75) in the polyA+ nuclear fraction but high coSI values in the cytosolic polyA+ fraction ($0.95) (Supplemental Methods). We have found that this set of postTSexons contains 1.5-fold more alternative exons than expected by chance (P < 3.5 3 10 À7 ) ( Fig. 6C ; see Supplemental Information and Supplemental Figures S13 and S14 for details on how alternatively spliced exons were selected). The set of postTS-exons, on the other hand, is slightly but significantly depleted of protein coding exons (P < 5.6 3 10 À15 ) (Fig. 6B ) and, consequently, is enriched in UTR exons-in particular in 59UTR exons (41 out of 480 exons that are entirely within the 59UTR, two-sided fisher P: 1.3 3 10 À4 ). Since this observation is in apparent contradiction with the general trend of lower coSI values toward the 39end of the gene and also because the maximum coSI was not reached at the very beginning of the gene (Fig. S3) , we have specifically investigated coSI values as a function of exon order. We have found that decreasing coSI values with increased distance (and exon order) from the TSS is only valid from the third exon on (Supplemental Fig. S11 ), with the second exon having slightly lower coSI values than the third exon, suggesting that the first intron is removed more slowly. This lower coSI value is paralleled by a trend for very long first introns and gradually decreasing intron size along the gene (Supplemental Fig. S12 ). Consistent with this interpretation, it is also known that acceptor and donor strength increase with distance to the TSS (Spies et al. 2009 ). An influence of the 59 CAP (O'Mullane and Eperon 1998) could also contribute to first introns being spliced differently from other introns. All of these features would result in slower intron removal of the first intron and in lower coSI values of the second exon (Supplemental Fig. S11 ). On the 39end of the gene, on the other hand, it appears that co-transcriptional intron removal, although disfavored by proximity to the polyA-site, is favored by shorter introns and stronger splicesites, so that postTS remains relatively rare. The observation that splicing dynamics differ between protein coding and noncoding exons has prompted us to specifically investigate the splicing dynamics of lncRNAs (see Supplemental Methods; Derrien et al. 2012) . We find that coSI values of lncRNA exons, as a class, but also those of well-investigated lncRNAs (H19, XIST, U50HG_SNHG5) are dramatically lower than those of coding exons in the total chromatin fraction (Fig. 6D) . Also in terms of completed splicing of the entire RNA, that is, on the gene-coSI Figure 4 . An RPM was calculated based on short RNA-seq in each subcellular fraction-total chromatin fraction (CHR; red), total cytoplasmic fraction (CYT; yellow), total nucleoli fraction (NL; green), total nucleoplasmic fraction (NP; light blue), total nuclear fraction (NUC; purple), total whole-cell fraction (WC; pink)-and summed for all genes encoding for U1-RNA (A), U2-RNA (B), U3-RNA (C ), U4-RNA (D), U5-RNA (E ), U6 RNA (F ), U6atac (G), and non-U-RNA snoRNAs (H).
level, lncRNAs show lower splicing completion then mRNAs in the total chromatin fraction (Fig. 6E) . The difference between lncRNA exons and mRNA exons persists in the nuclear polyA+ fraction (Fig. 6F) , arguing that lncRNAs are often spliced later and sometimes might even not be spliced at all. This is consistent with reports that some lncRNAs remain predominantly unspliced, for example, AIRN and KCNQ1OT1 (Sleutels et al. 2002; ManciniDinardo et al. 2006 ).
Discussion
Co-transcriptional splicing has recently been shown to be widespread in the intron-poor genome of S. cerevisiae (Carrillo Oesterreich et al. 2010) . In higher eukaryotes, co-transcriptional splicing has been documented in detail for a few individual genes such as fibronectin and SRC (Cramer et al. 1997; Kadener et al. 2001; de la Mata et al. 2003; Pandya-Jones and Black 2009) , and this mode of intron removal has been proposed to be widespread in the human brain, based on analysis of whole-cell, total RNA-seq (Ameur et al. 2011 ). While we coincide on the claim of widespread co-transcriptional splicing, our approach of analyzing RNA-seq data in a variety of fractions provides major advantages: First, we are able to clearly separate cytosolic RNAs, nuclear RNAs, as well as a special subset of the latter, RNAs that still reside on the chromatin template. Thus we demonstrate that spliced reads and exonic reads in the latter fraction are not the result of completely spliced RNAs, which still remain in cytosol (or nucleus) and not on the chromatin. Second, we can define, for single exons, what proportion of their surrounding introns is removed co-transcriptionally or after polyadenylation while controlling for intron retention with cytosolic RNA-seq. This we can achieve, by introducing an exon-based measure of splicing completion: This measure, the coSI, shows that most introns initiate splicing while the RNA is still associated with the chromatinstrongly suggesting that co-transcriptional splicing is also the dominant mode in the human genome. Consistent with this, we have found significant enrichment of spliceosomal snRNAs in chromatin-associated RNA compared with other cellular RNA fractions and other nonspliceosomal snRNAs. This supports the idea that exons, around which we detect a tendency for postTS, might already have been committed to splicing co-transcriptionally. Al- Figure S10 .
though strictly speaking we cannot detect this commitment on the premessenger RNA, the contrasting behavior of snoRNAs and U3 snRNAs, compared with other spliceosomal snRNAs, is highly suggestive. Indeed, it has been shown that the elongation rate can affect inclusion of exon E33 of the fibronectin gene without affecting the relative order in which introns are removed (de la Mata et al. 2010) . A corollary of this observation is that, in this case, commitment to inclusion can be achieved co-transcriptionally, while actual intron removal might occur later (de la Mata et al. 2010) . Hence transcription-mediated influences on splicing are probably larger than can be detected with the data analyzed here.
A variety of recent studies have linked chromatin structure to splicing. Co-transcriptionality of splicing is not an absolute prerequisite for a chromatin-splicing connection, because chromatin . (E ) Gene-level coSI scores from chromatin total RNA are plotted for 92 lncRNAs and 4066 protein-coding genes. The difference between the distributions is statistically significant (Wilcox test; P < 2.2 3 10 could influence commitment rather than actual intron removal (see above). In the light of our data, it seems, however, that the majority of splicing occurs during transcription and thereby offers an even more direct opportunity for chromatin to influence splicing. Indeed, we detect enrichment of a variety of chromatin marks on exons in the process of being spliced (i.e., exons, with low coSI values in the chromatin-associated RNA).
While proximity to the polyA site seems to disfavor cotranscriptional splicing near the end of the gene, other features such as 59-to-39 decreasing intron size and increasing splice site strength favor rapid splicing, so that comparatively high co-transcriptional splicing completion can still be observed toward the 39 end of the gene. Moreover, it is known that various histone marks vary along the gene (Barski et al. 2007) . Such a special chromatin organization toward the 39 end of the gene could also contribute either directly or indirectly to splicing completion prior to polyadenylation.
Interestingly, gene expression of nuclear polyA+ RNAs is a weak but significant predictor of coSI values in the chromatin total fraction, suggesting a selective pressure for splicing in more highly expressed genes occurs more rapidly. Splicing around coding exons is significantly more often co-transcriptional (in comparison to exons containing noncoding sequence), while splicing around alternatively skipped exons is significantly more post-transcriptional (than for exons not involved in skipping events). Importantly, this does not imply that for all alternative exons splicing of the corresponding introns always occurs post-transcriptionally. Rather, it means that while only a few introns surrounding constitutive exons are removed post-transcriptionally, a significantly higher fraction of introns surrounding (or skipping) alternative exons are removed post-transcriptionally. This genome-wide picture supposedly represents a mixture of two models observed on the fibronectin gene (de la Mata et al. 2010 ) and on the Sxl and PTBP2 (also known as nPTB) genes (Vargas et al. 2011 ). In the former case, changed exon inclusion levels were achieved without changing the relative timing of actual intron removal but, supposedly, rather by changing splicing commitment co-transcriptionally (de la Mata et al. 2010 ). In the latter, however, exon inclusion occurred when splicing was co-transcriptional, whereas the exon was skipped when splicing was carried out post-transcriptionally (Vargas et al. 2011) . One interpretation for these and our observations is that co-transcriptional splicing tends to be more faithful than postTS, which would therefore offer more opportunities for an exon to be alternatively, that is, differently, included. An interesting corollary of this idea is that when a shorter-than-usual isoform of a gene is expressed, some introns around internal exons might be spliced more often post-transcriptionally, as they are closer to the chosen polyA site. This could then lead to changed inclusion rates of the exon.
Lower coSI values for lncRNAs can be interpreted in multiple ways, all of which probably apply to different subsets of this rather heterogeneous RNA class. Some splicing events in lncRNAs are probably carried out later, that is, post-transcriptionally, simply because lncRNA gene features (e.g., shorter gene length, lower expression) favor this mode of splicing. It is highly likely given the data presented here and previously described examples, that many lncRNAs either (1) remain completely unspliced or (2) have a high proportion of primary transcripts that are never spliced, while a minority are processed by the splicing machinery. For example, two lncRNAs involved in imprinting are likely to remain in the nucleus in an unspliced state: AIRN (Sleutels et al. 2002) and KCNQ1OT1 (Mancini-Dinardo et al. 2006) . However, our data should be treated with caution, since the analysis was carried out on the small subset of lncRNAs that are expressed sufficiently highly to calculate a coSI score with confidence (see Supplemental Methods). Nevertheless, the coSI data presented here will be a valuable tool for subclassifying lncRNAs by their processing status.
In summary, we believe that our results strongly suggest that splicing is a highly co-transcriptional process, whose outcome depends crucially on many factors in the exon, and the overall gene sequence, as well as on chromatin architecture and transcription dynamics. As our analysis reveals here, the interrogation of RNA fractions provides invaluable information on the processing pathways establishing RNA genealogy.
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